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Summary

An experimental setup was developed which enabled us to measure the voltage amplitude of

interference in the frequency band 15-150 kHz between the phase and neutral terminals of a

TN-S electrical distribution system. Measures were taken to avoid a major influence of the

setup on the voltage amplitude. The interference on the mains can be split in background noise,

which was assumed zero mean stationary Gaussian, and in disturbances due to time-dependent

loads. The purpose of the measurements was to determine probabilities regarding the

amplitude of the noise, and the amplitude, width and interval of the disturbances.

The central issue of this study is possibility ofcommunication on the low voltage network.

A TN-S low voltage network was examined regarding its structure, impedances and

attenuation at high frequencies (f < 1 kHz). Also disturbances due to various time-depended

switching loads on it was examined.

The results show that the voltage amplitude of the noise on the mains obeys a Weibull

model with shape factor 1.25 and a location factor which depends on the load of the system.

The disturbances had amplitude levels that stayed below 3.2V. The probability of exceeding

the level of 3V is about 1O·a. The time intervals between disturbances was very strict and

strongly correlated with the location.

The voltage transfer over the mains is strongly influenced by the switching of loads and the

coupling between the various conductors.
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Communication on the Power Dbtribudon Networil I 'The IntrodudJoa

I Introduction

One of the oldest and most widespread networks is the Low Voltage Network (LVN). We
investigated this network as a channel for digital communication between distribution transfor
mer and consumer. The frequencies, signal levels and conductors; phase (P) and null (N) that
are usable are enforced by the EN50065. An overview ofthe frequency use is given in tabel 1.1

Tabell.l The division of the frequencies and their permissible users of the LVN.

note: ElectnClty Dlstnbutors (ED).

name power frequency tone frequency A-band B-band C-band D-band

frequency 50Hz ±400Hz 3-95 kHz 95- 125 kHz 125-140 kHz 140-148,5 kHz

user ED ED ED free free free
..

Where the Electricity Distributors have the exploitation right of the A band and bands C till D
are free available for communication

A channel is commonly characterized by its frequency dependent behavior and its noiselevel.
The frequency behavior of the LVN is detenruned by the impedances between its connections,
which is an interaction of the cables and the time depended loads. Disturbance amplitudes vary
from 100 V to 4 kV when measured over a high impedance (12,5kQ) between P and Protecti
ve Earth (PE) in the frequency region 20 kHz to 20 MHz. These pulse-type disturbances are
caused by switching actions. There were no great differences between the various
environmental classes like industrial, office and domestic [Goed90, Meis86]. Also disturbances
produced by individual loads also have a varying and serious impact on communication [Vi
nes85, Chan89].

In a parallel study O. Hooijen of the Institut fUr Experimentelle Mathemathik in Essen (Genna
ny) is developing a system with a low error rate and a high reliability by means ofmodulation
and error-coding techniques.
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I The IntrodUctJOD Communkadon OD the Power DlstribudoD Network

This investigation aims to characterize noise and disturbances on a TN-S electrical system

by Amplitude Probability Distribution (APD) for the noise and by APD's, Impulse Width

Probabilities (IWP) and Impulse Interval probabilities (lIP) for the disturbances.

In chapter 2 the channel is studied theoretically: the impedances of the LVN, the noise types

and the disturbances present. Also some attention is paid on the coupling between communica

tion unit and the LVN.

To come to the probabilities of the noise and the disturbances on the mains attention has

been paid to influence on the results regarding the measurement load (bandfilter), the powerfil

ter and EMC protection of the apparatus in chapter 3. Chapter 4 shows the results of the

measured of the noise and the disturbances and the voltage transfer of sinusoidal signals of the

LVN. In chapter 5 the conclusions and recommendations regarding the measurement set-up

and the LVN as a communication channel are presented.
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Communlaatlon on the Power Distribution Network II Digital Communication on the M.....

II Digital Communication on the Mains

The LVN has many branches; many different loads are randomly switched on and off by
which the impedance ofthe network varies. In addition several implementations of the protec
tive earth are presently encountered. The succes of the communication system depends on its
ability to cope with all these circumstances.

2.1 Binary Communication schemes

The block diagram in figure 2.1 describes a digital data transmission scheme using a binary
modulation scheme.

f cl----l~------,
b Wet)

t modulatorl--~-l

clock ----.,.-----L-__-----'

Figure 2.1 a binary transmission system

channel

H (f)
c

+ R (t) demodulator

clock

One can distinguish three parts in a digital communication system.
- A modulator with the following inputs; a binary bit sequence be with a bit rate rb and a bit

duration Tb, a carrier wave fel(t) =Acos(welt + 6) with an appropriate carrier frequency Wei
and a clock signal. It outputs a waveform W(t).

- A channel which is mostly regarded to have a time invariant transfer function ~(t) and with
sufficient bandwidth for the signal to pass without distortion. The channel adds noise net) to
W(t); n(t) is regarded as Gaussian with a certain power spectral density Gn(f).

- A demodulator which inputs the received signal R{t), a local carrier fc;2 and a clock signal and
outputs a binary bit sequence br.

6



II DiEt'a! Communication on the Mabu Communication on the Power DIstribution Network

Wet) depends on the modulation scheme and on b .. and can be presented by two basic wave

forms each for one of the two states.

R(t) becomes

{

SI(t-kTb - td ) + n(t)

R(t) =

S2(t-kTb - td ) + n(t)

where td is the propagation delay.

The receiver determine which waveforms St or ~ was send by comparing them to a predeter

mined level To at its input during the signaling interval. The sampied waveform is decoded as a

oor 1 by the threshold device.

32

The type ofmodulation is determined by which part of fel is affected by the information signal~

- the amplitude A, Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) bNtyllgnll

- the phase e, Phase Shift Keying (PSK) f1[ :
- the frequency, Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) •.~!

The two latter modulation techniques are less sen

sitive to disturbances then ASK [Shan85, pag.416].

As mentioned before, we concentrate on the commu

nication channel, its noise and damping, rather than

the modulation schemes.

I.~[ :
o

PSI(

I.~
o 1 2 3 •

FSK

t.~CV~VVAVVV~V~VV·VV·~
o 1 2 3 •

h(TbI

Figure 2.2 Basic bin8J)' modulation schemes
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Communication on the Power Distribution Network

2.2 The Low Voltage Power Network

II Dlcital Communication on the MaInlI

The LVN is most often implemented as

star network. Rays with many branches

radiate from a central transformer (DT)
which serves about 300 customers (see
Fig. 2.3). Each branch is a three phase ca

ble. Normally a single phase feeds each

house; different houses are distributed over
the phases in such a way that the three

phases (R,S,T) at the transformer are

equally loaded. Only in case ofheavy loads,

such as furnaces or motors, all three phases
are connected m a house. The
communication distance is up to about Figure 2.3 the LVN layout

500m.

Three combinations of the phase (P), nul (N) and protective

earth (PE) which may arrive at a house, are depicted in Fig. 2.4.

The principal difference is the lay-out of the protective earth.
The TN-S system requires a cable of three leads ofequal copper

cross-section. For the TN-C and IT system two leads suffice.

Power companies only permit the combination of the P and N

leads for communication. The low-impedance transmission line

formed by the N and PE in the TN-S system would certainly be

more suited.

Between the transformer and a house the P-N transmission
line has many branchpoints. In practical applications the copper

cross-section in the cables between branchpoints is between 1.5

and 95 mm2~ the characteristic impedance Zo of such cables

varies between 50 and 70 Q.

8

The TN-S system

----------,----p
T

The TN-C system

The TT system
Figure 2.4 different earthing schemes



II DigItal Communication on the Mains Communication on the Power DIstribution Network

U...I C_cT ~2(2.2)

For a single ideal cable (Fig. 2.5) of length I, loaded at end 2 by an impedance Zu one expects

a voltage transfer of:

Figure 2.5 an ideal cable model

where 'tc: is the square root ofthe inductance Lc and capacitance Ce, and k = ZJ~.

Nothing so far would hinder a smooth communication. However, in real LVN a single ideal

transmission line does not occur. We must consider:

1) The complexity of the branched network (Fig. 2.3)

2) The impedances presented by the loads at the end of each branch, which certainly will

differ from Zoo
3) The disturbances injected into the cables by the loads or other sources. Far away

sources may induce such disturbances. Lightning must be considered as well, the more

when these communication systems find a broad acceptance.

4) The cross talk to the other conductors (other phases or PE) in the cable.

We will limit our investigation to a TN-S system, which is commonly encountered in distri

bution systems. In addition, the TN-S system was present at the available site for the measure

ments.

2.2.1 The Loads on the L VN

Mostly a load is assumed static, but most loads are far from

that. One can dived them in various types~ lineair and non-line

air, passive and active, time dependent and time independent. It

is clear that because of their diverse behavior it is difficult to

specifY values in the frequency or time domain. We can give
~nmp inrf;,.~t;nn nf'th.. J,...h ... .; .... p :t' ••.~ -----..1 ..L - , - ~.J, .-' -.h..... _ ..• _ •••_._...."' ... "'... "'u'" U~&l""IUl .~ W~ IC;!SCUU ute JU(l.U~ i:L:j :)1IoQ-

tic, Iineair, passive and time in depended. In the TN-S system

one has three connections~ Phase (P), Neutral (N) and Protecti

ve earth (PE) or Ground (G). One can define three impedances

between the connections~Z PN, Z PG and ZNG which form a tri

angle model (see Fig. 2.6).

G
Figure 2.6 The triangle model ofa load
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Communication on the Power Distribution Network n Dllital Communication on the MaIDs

For the power frequency ZpN of a load is dominantly resistive and can vary from a few

ohm's to several MQ. Between P-G and N-G the impedance is several MQ resistive and

primarily determined by the capacitance and inductance of a load. The maximum capacitance

that may be placed in a load between P-G and N-G (Y type) regarding safety regulations is

22 of for movable and 2,2 of for non-moveable loads. The actual capacitance of a load can be

higher due to its inner structure.

For the frequencies in the communication band the impedance between P-N can be consi

dered as a low resistance in series with a small induction, while the impedances between P-G

and N-G can be considered as capacities.

2.2.2 The influence of the loads on the LVN.

The cable and the impedances of the loads contribute to an attenuation of the signals and

the impedances we see at one end of the cable. The frequency dependence of the impedances

between P-N, P-G and N-G as seen at one end, and the attenuations between the two ends for

the loops P-N, P-G and N-G ofa 100 meter 3x10 mm2 cable changes as in figure 2.7 [Wilh81]

when it is loaded every 10 meters with 37 Q between P-N and 9 ill between P-G and N-G.

(Sk1n-L!!okt) \

f
Ii

dB

40

~c

10

10

10t 10~ 104

)j .... 7
: ••r~

, ', '

. 0,1

" 6
•• 1~ r/llz_

0,0

Figure 2.7 the attenuations and impedances of a 100 meter NYY 3xlO mm2 cableloaded
every 10 meters with 37 C between phase and null and 9 kQ between the other coDilections.
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II Digital Communication on the Mains Communication on the Power DIstribution Network

The impedances are the same for frequencies below 20 kHz, above this frequency the Z PG

and Z NO differ from the impedance Z m due to the different loading ofthe loops. At high

frequencies (f> 350 kHz) Zpo and ZNO oscillate, while ZPN is gradually increasing with the

frequency to the natural impedance of the cable.

A PG and A NO are primarily determined by the skin effect, while Am is determined by the

loading of the cable.

In a real LVN the impedances between the connections of the cable will be determined by

the impedance of the cable. the impedances of the loads connected to it and the connection at

the distribution transformer. Measurements of the frequency behavior ofZpN shows that the

mean varies from less than 50 at 9 kHz gradually to 1000 at 30 MHz with a for one frequen

cy a variation of80% around the mean [Nich73, Mala76, Vine85]. ZPN is roughly estimated in

the EN50065 by a impedance of 50 in series with a 50 0 parallel to 50 uH.

2.3 Interference on Low voltage power distribution networks.

There is little literature available on interference on the LVN in the frequency region of the

communication signals. Some papers [Vines84, Chan89] show that the interference on the

LVN is primarily determined by the interference from the various loads connected to the

distribution transformer and that the interference due to the primary circuit (10 kV) of the

distribution transformer is negligible. Most of the interferences on the mains are caused by

sudden changes of the impedance due to switching. Close to the switching source the distincti

on between voltage or current source is useful. At larger distances the impedance seen by the

measuring system is altered by the many loads, and the character of the source becomes less

relevant.

A part of the interference on the mains is always present, the background noise. It has a low

amplitude about 15 mV and it is hard to say where it exactly comes from, whether it is natural

or man-made. However. there is substantial evidence that the noise has a Gaussian like charac

ter [Shan85, Chan89].

11
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If we consider a stationary (ergodic) data x(t), the probability distribution function should
be the same at all times and can be computed from a single measurement of the process X(t).
The probability of occurrence is:

P[x(t)~A] = lim T[x(t) ~ A] =F (A)
T~oo T x (2.3)

note that T[x(t) ~ A] is the total time that X(t) is less or equal to the amplitude A and that
Fx(x) is the time independent probability distribution function ofthe variable X.
The probability density function (pdf) fx(x) is characterized by the following properties:

Ix(x) ~ 0, -oo<x<oo

00

JIx(x)dx =1
-00

P(X~a) = I-P(X>a) = Fx(a) =!Ix (x)dx
-00

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

A pdf that is commonly used to characterize noise is the Gaussian pdfwhich has the following
form

(2.8)

and is characterized by two parameters: the mean J.lx and variance Ox ofthe variable X.
Ifwe characterize the background noise ofthe LVN as a zero mean stationary Gaussain
noise which is band filtered with center frequency t:, than the noise signal can be expressed in
the time domain as

yet) =R(t) cos(2 rcfct + a(t»

12
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II Digital Communication on the Mains Communication on the Power DIstribution Network

where R(t) is the amplitude and 8(t) the phase of the noise (see App. I)

R(t) and e(t) of a zero mean stationary narrow banded Gaussain noise has the following pdf

[Shan85]

1
/8(6) =

21t

f.(r) = ;, e -( ;;.J
o

with-1t<6<1t

with r~O

(2.10)

(2.11)

The pdf for the amplitude fR(r) is also known as a Rayleigh pdf which is a member of the

Weibull pdfs family [Smit72]. The Weibull distribution is a general class of pdfs [Bury75]

with a probability density function in the two parameter case for a variable R given by

o

if r ~O
(2.12)

ifr<O

where m is the shape factor which is bigger than zero and " the scale factor of the Weibull

distribution.

The probability function becomes

note that GR(r) = I-FR(r).

Solving for r, we find

r~O

13
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Communication on the Power Distribution Networtc II Dllltal Communication on the MaIDs

The conversion ofr to a decibel notation referred to rref formula 2.14 becomes

20 20 [( 1 )]20 10giO d =- 2010giO r + _loglO 11 + _loglO In
ref m m PR(R>r)

where d= rlr ref

Ifwe set the parts of equation 2.15 to

C(x) =20 log10 d

a =- 2010giO r + 20 log10 11
ref m

fJ(P) =log10 [In ( 1 l]
PR(R>r)

then it can be rewritten to a equation ofa straight line:

20
C(r) =0+ - fJ(P)

m

(2.15)

(2.16)

The Amplitude Probability Distribution (APD) of a zero mean Gaussain noise signal plotted
on Weibull paper with the amplitude (r) referred to the root mean square of the amplitude in
decibels should result in a straight line with a shape factor m of2 and a location factor 11 of
6 dB at P= 36,67 %.

2.3.2 Interference types according to Vines.

Vines distinguish interference types which is based on the effect the noise has on the DLC in
the time- or frequency domain.

2.3.2.1 50 or 60 Hz synchronized interference.

This type of interference is caused by loads that switch synchronously with the 50 or 60 Hz

14



II Digital Communklltlon on the Mains Communication on the Power Distribution Network

power frequency, such as diode or thyristor controlled power

supplies and light dimmers. Most consumer electronics have a

DC power supply which consist of a transformer, a diode

bridge D and a capacitor C to suppres the ripple voltage (see

Fig. 2.8). The current is switched on and offdepending on the

voltage over the diodes. Capacitance and inductance of the

cables and transformer can cause oscillations, which are initia

ted by the on and off switching of the current. The moment of

the switching can be anywhere between the zero crossing and

maximum ofthe power frequency voltage.

Unc,,,
I

L...- -'----'.'

Figure 2.8 a diode bridge DC converter

2.3.2.2 Synchronous interference non 50 or 60 Hz

Non 50 or 60 Hz synchronous periodic interference has a line frequency spectrum that is

periodic with a frequency that is uncorrelated to the power frequency. Televisions, monitors or

switched power supplies causes these type ofinterfcrence.. For exanlple a television produce a

line frequency spectrum which consists ofmultiples of the line scanning frequency

(15,625 kHz).

2.3.2.3 The smooth spectrum interference

This interference comes from a nearby, low amplitude impulse source with a small time

interval between the pulses, like in brush motors. The current is switched via the brushes by the

rotation of the rotor, which produces impulses with a smooth spectrum in the frequency

domain.

2.3.2.4 Single event impulse interference

Single Event Impulse Interference (SETI) a!so k'!o'wn as transients in the jargor.a, has a

similar character as the pre...~ous mentioned smooth spectrum int~rference. Tne difference is its

low and irregular duty cycle. The intervals are not predictable. SEll can have a large amplitude

compared to the background noise level

15
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1· ....

-I . . . ~ .

o Cl.OlI2 Cl.OO4 o.ooe OJIOI O.tl 0.012
IllI(II

Figure 2.9 the puIs transfonnation.
Above the original puIs. Below a resonate oscillation due to
the impulse.

Cl.OO4 o.ooe OJIOI 0.01 0.012
-..0(1)

o 0.002

1 ..

-I ...

o.a ,...... . : _ .J :::
f ~--=.:: ..:r::. ::::: ..1::.: ::::.t,..-...-..-....-....-,...:-...-...-....--:..-..-....-...---J..

o.a .

i 0
~ .....

Most of the SEll on the LVN find their origin in
non-sinusoidal disturbances, like the on and off swit
ching of the current through or the voltage over a load

and the repetitive flasover between the contact of a
switch. The rectangle or triangle shaped voltage or cur
rent puIs, which is caused by the switching action, is

not viable on the power network. The puIs can howe

ver trigger an oscillation circuit which causes a high
frequency impuls with a high amplitude. The original
pulse is transformed into a transient with a variety of

frequencies.

2.4 The communication unit

A digital communication system consists of electronics which takes care of modulation,

transmitting, receiving and demodulation of the communication signals on the mains and also

translates the digital signals for and from the users or applications. The L VN is a hostile
environment for the usual electronics, because of the presence of the power frequency signal

(230 V) between its P-N connection and high frequency disturbances between all its connecti

ons. A fair amount of protection is given by a specially developed coupling device, which can

inject the communication signals in the P-N loop ofthe LVN and passes only the signals in the

communication frequency band on the LVN on to the electronics (see Fig. 2.10).

GNP

coupling communication
electronics

user/application

Figure 2.10 the place of the communication unit in the power network

16



II Digital Communication on the Mains Communication on the Power Distribution Network

The low impedance of between P-N of the LVN ( between 1 and 50 0) demands a low

series impedance of the coupling in order to minimize the voltage losses. The input impedance

of the coupling must be high enough to limit the attenuation of the signals due to all couplings.

A bandpass filter [Butt79] which consists ofa high pass LC <Lu and CU> in series with a low

pass LC filter CLL and G.) with appropriate cutting frequencies should comply to most of the

demands stated for the coupling regarding the P-N loop (see Fig. 2.11).

p •• ...--.----.rY--v'""'-..,.....-. p'

N...-----L.----L..-_
Figure 2.11 a band pass LC filter

For a single unloaded LC combination the resonance frequency t; is

(2.17)

with an unloaded input impedance

Z = 1- CJ)2 LC =_. ( 1- a 2] ~ L
. . C J C}W a

(2.18)

where a=f/t;. The impedance is dominated by the frequency and the ratio Lover C.

The voltage transfer ofa unloaded high pass LC filter is

(2.19)-------

and for the low pass LC filter.

17



Communication on the Power Dbtrlbutlon Network II Digital Communication on the M.....

(2.20)

Ifwe set the resonance frequency of the series impedance (CH, LJ to a appropriate frequen
cy in the communication band, Z s will be lower than the impedance of the LVN in a large part

ofthe communication band.

The solution protects the electronics from the interference of the P-N loop. However most

electronics use the protective earth as a reference for safety reasons, so the interference on the

P-G and N-G loop have to considered.

To protect the electronics against interference from the other loops and from the environ

ment the electronics can be implanted in a EMC cabinet [Hout90]. The lines that enter or
leave the shielded environment are filtered. The problem is that capacities (Y types) between

P-G and N-G are limited in value. A solution is to decouple the loops with a transformer ( see

figure 2.12) or optocoupler. The signal power transfer of available optocouplers is limited,

which is not the case for transformers.

di,
-M

dt

di
- M---f.

dt

di
U =L-'

I , dt

di
U =L -l!.

P P dt

+

r
+

Jf4

Figure 2.12 the cWTents and voltages
defmition ofa transfonner

In an ideal transformer the mutual induction M is given by

M=JLpLs

For the frequencies in the communication band the be

havior of the transformer dependents on its parasitic ele

ments ( see Fig. 2.13 [Laan92] ), where S p and Ss is the

spreading, R p and Rs the resistance and <; and ~ the

capacitance of the coils and the capacitance C w between

c.

Figure 2.13 a frequency dependent model ofa
transformer

18



II Digital Communication on the Mains Communication on the Power DIstribution Network

the two coils. For high frequency disturbances in the P-G or N-G loop. C w. offers an undesira

ble path to the electronics. C w can be minimized by a screen between the coils which is

connected to the protective earth or ground.

M. S p and S s can be used to create a bandpass filter like in figure 2.14 in combination with a

high pass section formed by CHand M + S p and a low pass section by eLand S p + S s.

The series impedance becomes

. 1-0' ~ Sp + SsZ =-j--
I a C

H

(2.21)

When the transmitter is not active, which is most of the time, its amplifier is decoupled from

the power supply to prevent that the communication signals from the LVN are attenuated by

the low output impedance of the amplifier.

The main disadvantage is the voltage lost in transmitting mode due to the frequency depen

dent series impedance of the filter and the low impedance ofthe LVN.

amplifierGNP

IU~-
I I I

shielded environment

c ..
r-:t~~P~O---W"""E~R""'I-"""

'----------------il AU SUPPLYI

user/
applicatk>n

Figure 2.14 the separate coupling communication unit
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An option is to place the amplifier A outside the protected environment (see Fig. 2.14) with
its own power supply referred to the null or phase. The signals to A are decoupled from

phase and null by transformer T2' The amplifier becomes now very vulnerable for high frequen

cies disturbances in the P-N loop. To be sure the voltage after the capacitance ~ over the

connections of Tl stays low, a transient suppressor S (ZNO, zenerdiodes) is placed with
appropriate clamping voltage.

The voltage transfer ofthe amplifier becomes

Uout = JwZNCH

~n 1 +JCJ.>ZNCH

where Zn is the impedance ofthe LVN.

(2.22)

The described systems protects most of the electronics from disturbances on the mains. But

the amplifier is still vulnerable for high frequency disturbances.
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III The experimental setup regarding the measurements

We want to look at the amplitude levels of the interference on a TN-S LVN at the entry
(fuse box) of a house and to develop a time independent statistical model for the background
noise which includes a picture ofthe amplitude, width and interval of the disturbances.

The measurement of the voltage amplitude from the mains has to be treated with great care
because:
-The voltages depend on the impedance over which they are measured.
-The different types ofdisturbances with a great variation in frequency and amplitude.

Especially the impulse types can be harmful to the measurement apparatus.
-The disturbances produced by the measurement apparatus proper on the mains
-The voltage between two points in the presence ofElectroMagnetic (EM) fields depends

entirely on how the measurement device is connected to those two points.

3.1 The measurement load

The quantity of interest is the voltage between phase and null, UPN' in the frequency band 15
-150 kHz. The measurement of UPN directly is complicated because of the ground connection
of the scope. Instead we measure the voltages between the P-G and N-G and calculate the
desired voltage with the following formule

(3.1)

In most cases Zn,. and 7-·u~ of loads are the saIne. In order to concentrate them we i.rilils[unnau J'f

the triangle network ofa load into a star network, see figure 3.1 [Butt79].
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p

G
Figure 3.1 the star model of a load

The impedances between the connections become

The choice of the currents in a network that is analyzed, can be made in such a way that it is
easy to work with [Laan93, Helv95]. We will define 2 current loops; the DM loop which is the
P-N loop with impedance ZoM. and the CM loops which flows through the P-G and the N-G
loop with impedance Z CM' I b 12 and I 3 expressed in DM and eM currents are

1 =-13 CM

where a is a symmetry factor between 0 and 1.

The voltages expressed in DM and CM currents become

IfZ 3=0 and Z 1 and Z 2 equal to a impedance Z near the Z 0 ofthe loops P-G and N-G and
a=Y2, the model becomes symmetrical with respect to the ground. The voltage between the
phase and the null the become
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The average voltage regarding G becomes

Uro + UNG Z
----=-ICM=UCM2 2

Communication on tlJe Power DIstribution Network

(3.8)

(3.9)

UPN will resemble the disturbance voltages over a load of 2Z, where the value corresponds
with practical loads between P-N in the LVN. U CM will resemble the voltages due to distur
bances in those two loops over an impedance Z.

3.2 The measurement filter

In order to measure the signals in the communication band, we have to filter the signals
from the mains by a bandfilter with appropriate bandwidth.

The following demands should apply for the bandfilter:
-The presence ofa large 50 Hz voltage between P-N and some higher harmonics,
demands a strong attenuation for for the lower part of the spectrum.

-To avoid aliasing of the signal in the digital scoop, the attenuation ofsignals above
250 kHz should also be high.

-The filter should be symmetric with respect to the protective earth or ground conductor.
-The input impedance between phase-ground or null-ground of the filter has to be a around the

natural impedance ofthe cables.
-The filter should have good ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) specification to avoid
signals from other sources to reach the digital scoop.

We can divide the filter into three sections, see figure 3.2.

Aluminium box-- "

Figure 3.2 the measurement filter
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fllt· h Ma e . e componen s m t e easurement Iter

RC filter 1e HP LC filter 2e lIP LC filter LP LC filter

RI C I C2 L I C3 Lz ~ C. ~

20 lOnF 0.22 JlF 2.2 mH 2.2 JlF 0.22mH 30 JlH 68nF soO

TblID1Th

The filter is enclosed in two finnly connected aluminium boxes to shield the filter from EM
fields. The first box also contains a LED to indicate whether the filter is properly connected to
the mains regard the P and N. The signals from the mains are fed through by a resistance R I

and feed-through capacitor CI , that filters frequencies above 7,95 MHz. before entering the
second box which consist of two filter sections. The first section are two LC filters placed in
series with both a theoretical cutting frequency of 7,5 kHz and an effective cutting frequency
of 15 kHz. The second section is a LC filter <LJ, C.) that filters the frequencies higher than 148
kHz and is terminated by a 50 Ohm resistance <Rm).

The voltage transfer of the filter is shown in figure 3.3 and 3.4
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Figure 3.3 the voltage transfer of the filter Oow part) Figure 3.4 the voltage transfer of the filter (high part)

The low part of the spectrum is measured with a scoop with a noise floor around -70 dB.
The high part is calculated from the S parameters measured with the network analyzer with a
noise floor of -80 dB.

The voltage transfer App• ofthe filter between PG and P'G was measured with the connecti
ons NG and N'G open. The transfer between PG and N'G, ApN' was done with the connections
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NG and P'G open. The curves of the voltage transfer fit well in the region the frequencies
overlap. The -3 dB points of the filter are situated at 15 kHz and 150 kHz. The filter covers a
-3 dB bandwidth of 135 kHz. The attenuation for frequencies around the 50 Hz is better than
70 dB and for frequencies higher than 3 MHZ at least 50 dB. The coupling between the filter
sections is less than -50 dB over the frequency band 20 Hz - 1.8 GHz. The result of the
simulations of the input impedance ofthe filter can be seen in appendix II.

The influence of the impedance of the measurement filter on the voltage transfer of a ideal
cable with a capacitance of 170 pF/m and an inductance of 0.58 J.lHlm is simulated in Matlab
for different cable length and is for a cable of 100 meters about -11 dB, see figure 3.5.

. .... . .....
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'r_(Hz)

-10

10f- : : ,., ,.:.: , .. , ..:..:.,.:.:., , :.. ,.,.:.".:.

i
~

--r-r-l () q: m .
-~~ ;S.Qm·

20 "~.~~':~':'~2j"",;
. . . . . . . . . .

Figure 3.5 the voltage transfer ofan ideal cable loaded with the measurement
filter

3.3 The totale measurement setup

The total measurement system was shielded from disturbing currents by making use of a
EMC cabinet. The system for measuring both voltages in the frequency band appears
(see Fig. 3.6).

PNG

Ir- ---, Power
::-. "'-:11 filter I I

i~-=E~~::.~:~:~~: -- --------..----------_.----------------
Figure 3.6 the totale measurement setup
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The noise produced by the measurement equipment on to the mains was filtered by a
Siemens B84299-k26 power filter. The low impedances due to the capacitances on the mains
side were compensated by two shielded inductors of3.5 mHo

The output voltage from the measurement filter was digitized to a 12-bit accuracy at 5·10~
samples/sec. using a Nicolet 4094 AlB digital scope with a 4562 module, which is capable of
measuring voltage amplitudes from 48 f.lV to 40 Volt and has a memory that can store 15868
points, so with 2 channels active 7934 points each. The total time which is covered, if the
scoop is triggered, is 15,868 ms.

The Nicolet 4094 AlB was coupled to a computer by means of the IEEE 488 (GPffi)
interface which is a standard for communication with measurement apparatus. This made it
possible to store the waveforms in scopes memory onto the harddisk of the computer after
each trigger, which allowed us to do measurements over a long periode of time and to analyze
the obtained data at a later moment.

The dead time, the time between a triggering of the scoop and when the scoop is convenient
to be triggered again, was 2 seconds and primarily definite by the speed of the IEEE 488
interface of the Nicolet. So a maximum of 1800 waves per hour could be obtained.

The communication was supervised by software programmed in LabVieW®, which is a
graphical programming language that is designed for communication with measurement and
control equipment.

3.4 The coupling device

The coupling device was built to inject signals with frequencies in the communication band
on to the mains between phase and null. The coupling device consists of a two high pass LC
filters to suppress the 50 Hz power frequency where the last LC filter the transformer is used
to separate the ground from the phase and null (see Fig. 3.7).

Un-

Figure 3.7 the coupling device for the frequency measurements.

The coupling device consist the following elements:
C1 2,2 J.lF. C2 2,2 J.lF.
L1 2,2 mHo T impulse transformer 11255 Schaffner.
C3 10 J.lF. A amplifier IDA 2040.
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The system becomes resonant at a
frequency of 24 kHz with a natural impedance
of 6 n. The elements of the coupling device
were chosen in such a way that the voltage
transfer UiUin based on the impedance curve
of the EN50065 is better than -6 dB for
frequencies between 10kHz and 90 kHz, see
figure 3.8

10'lrf

o ;.. ;..:.;;,.,:: ,..:.;.;.;;;;,.

!. :... ..
c .
~ . . . . .j~ ·..·n..:-..:·.. ·:jT!:" :: :: : .
t~ : :.::~::.: :.; .

. . .

The measurements of the voltage transfer of
the coupling loaded with different impedances
are shown in appendix III.

Figure 3.8 the impedances and voltage transfer of the cou
pling
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IV The results

4.1 Regarding the measurements and results.

The measurement were carried out within the E.eg building of the University ofEindhoven
which is the residence of the High voltages and ElectroMagnetic Compatibility group (EHC).
Within it all kind of experiments regarding large currents and high voltages are carried out
which can cause serious disturbances. Most experiments take place in a large shielded hall. The
power within is provided by a special distribution transformer; the low voltage secondary side
is shielded from the high voltage side and can be seen as a part of the hall. So the impact ofthe
experiments inside the haIl on the mains outside the haIl is low. The power outside the hall is
divided in different groups depending on the expected use and have their own distribution
transformer and cable system; the light, the steady and the quiet power group. These transfor
mers were coupled on the high and the low voltage side, so the environment can be regarded
as a mixture of a laboratory and an office surrounding.

4x2S_:a cab .. ~.Y
---t-J I I \

r---W I I

I
.... I

D11Itri budon point Shielded
I

···OK 8 Hall
I

.:.... I
I

,W

'-
OK2-1/1

~--

I I
'-=

~: OK8-2
D1RributloD poillt
traJ>a1"o~_OK

-

3x2.5Dun.~

DUtrlbutloD point
OK 2

1-----

Figure 4.1 the layout of the measurement locations within the E.eg building

Three points on the east side of the building were involved in the measurements (Fig. 4.1).
These location were connected to the same distribution transformer OK with two point to the
same group 0K2, which provides the power for about 16 office rooms on the diverse
floors on the east side of the building. The cupboards at the beginning of each floor form a
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shaft from the basement to the top floor. A 60 meter 4x25 mm2 cable which laid in a metal tray
among with other cables in the cellar, provides the power from the transformer to the bottom
of the shaft. The protective earth or ground conductor for the OK2 was a 5x20 mm copper
strip connected every 0.30 m to the metal cable tray. The power to each wall socket belonging
to the same group on a floor was provided by 3x2.5 mm2 cable which was laid in a grounded
metal trays through out the building.

The first location 0K2-4/6 in room E.eg 2.20 had 80 meter ofcable to the transformer. The
second location 0K2-1I1 was in basement and had also a cable length of 80 m to the transfor
mer. The third location OK8-2 was also in the basement and had also 80 meters to the trans
former. The protective earth ofthe OK8 group is implemented as a conductor of the cable and
is only connected to the rest of the grounding structure at the earthing of transformer. The
OK2-l/1 and the OK8-2 are connected to the same phase of the transformer~ the correspon
ding wall sockets are at 4 m distance.

The data were obtained mostly between 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM on several working days with
calm sunny weather. Some measurements were done after 6:00 PM when most of the human
activity had stopped, except ours ofcourse.

The measured data sets are large enough to give an indication of the voltage amplitude on
the mains and to use them for statistical purposes. Amplitude Probability Distributions (APD),
Impulse Width Probability (IWP) and Impulse Interval Probability (lIP) were obtained from the
data sessions.

The APD gives an indication of the amplitude levels on the LVN seen over a large periode
of time and are therefor used to set the minimal level of the communication signal at the
receiver for a specified reliability. The APD's are created from the background noise measure
ments and the impulse measurements. In both APD's the moments that the time was smaller or
equal to the dead time, the obtained data was seen as succesive data. If the time between
triggerings was bigger than the deadtime ofthe measurment system it was taken into account.

The IWP's gives an overview of the moments that the amplitude is equal or bigger than a
certain level due to interference and how these moments are relativly divided. It gives informa
tion concerning the time the channel is dominated by the
interference, which is strongly correlated with the needed bit
duration.

The IIP's give an indicaton ofthe time interval between
to two events, where the amplitude is equal or bigger than a
certain level and are used to look for correlations ofthe
interference within the obtained time window (15.686 ms ).
The time interval between two pulses that are bigger than a
specific level is defined as the time between the points t 1

and t 2 , where t 1 is the middle ofthe time interval 6 t 1 and t"
the middle of the time interval6t

2
(see Fig. 4.2). Figure 4.2 the definition ofthe time interval
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4.2 The background Amplitude Probability Distribution

The APD's consist of 1000 points where the amplitudes lower than 2 mVare of the same
size as the quantization level of the scope; therefor the APD can be disturbed from the real
level. The trigger level for these measurements was set at it lowest level, so the scope was
continuously triggered. The APD's for the P-G and N-G voltages on the first location 0K2-4/6
during working hours all had the same character (Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.3 the APD's for the UPQ and UNO voltage on location 0K2-4/6 obtained on
22-8-95 from 9:30 till 9:32 ( 37 triggers).

In the region 0.1% to 90% all APD's for the Upo and the UNG can be approximated by a line
(_._.) within a margin of 2 dB of the APD. The slope of these line is in all cases about 16 dB
each log10 (In( lIP », this means that the shape factor in equation 2.16 is about 1.25.

The variation of the scale factor of these lines, which lies according to equation 2.16 at
36,78% during different parts of the day on the same location is 5 dB. The variation of the
scale factor of the lines for the UPG and the UNG from the same measurement session is less than
1 dB.

For percentages below 1 the curves begin to deviate from the best fitted line. The point
where the curves differs more than 3 dB from the line is defined as the breakpoint. The break
point lies in all curves around the 0.1 %.
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The APD's of the calculated voltages UDMand UCMofthe measurements obtained at locati·
on 0K2-4/6 during working hours all showed the same type ofcurves (See Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.4 the APD's of the calculated DM and eM voltages on 22-8-95.

The APD curves of both calculated voltages can also be approximated by a lines (0.0.0)
within 2 dB around the line. Both lines have a shape factor of 1,25. The variation of the scale
factor of the lines for the Differential Mode voltages is less than 3 dB and for the Common
Mode voltages is less than 5 dB.

The scale factor of the lines for the Common Mode voltages are 15 dB higher than the scale
factors of the lines for the Differential Mode voltages.

For percentages below 5 the DM APD curves breaks with the line with a variation of the
breakpoint from 0.8% to 3%. The breakpoints for the CM APD's lay around 0.01% and are
less sharp than the breakpoints in the DM APD'~.

The APD's for the various voltages from measurements obtained at a time when almost all
human activity had stopped within the building on 0K2-4/6 are comparable with the APD's of
the measurements during working hours (see Fig. 4.5 and 4.6). The APD's for all voltages had
a scale factor which was 3 dB higher. The evening breakpoints laid at higher percentage than
the highest daytime breakpoint.
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Figure 4.5 the APD obtained on 30-8-95 from 17:47 till 17:49 (50 triggers).
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Figure 4.6 the APD's of the calculated DM and eM voltages on 30-8-95.
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The APD's measured on the second location 0K2-1/l during working hours (Fig. 4.7 and
4.8) gave more or less the same results as on the first location, with the difference that the
scale factor of the Upa lines lay 3 dB higher than the scale factor for the line of the ~o but the
levels were comparable with the levels measured on the first location. .
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Figure 4.7 the APD obtained at 0K2-1/1 on 31-8-95 from 9:30 till 9:32 (50 triggers).
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Figure 4.8 the APD's of the calculated DM and CMvoltages on 31-8-95.
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The APO for the DM voltage on this location lay 5 dB higher than the APO's for the same
voltage measured on the first location.

More background noise APD's measured on different parts of the day, on different days and
different locations are shown in appendix IV.

4.3 The impulse Measurements

The background noise APO's were used to determine the triggerlevels for the measure
ments of the disturbances. The triggerlevel was set to a level, where the time between trigge
rings was larger than the dead time of the measurement system. The average time between
triggerings lay around the 10 seconds. All triggerlevels lay between 0,1 Volt and 0,2 Volt.
The maximum voltage than could be obtained was 2 volt, which means that a maximum UDM

of4 volt could be measured.
The levels in the IWP and lIP were set at 1, 5 and 10 times the RMS value ofthat measure

ment session. The RMS values were obtained from the whole data sets and give an indication
of the interference level on the LVN.

4.3.1 Impulse Amplitude Probability Distributions

The impulse APD's on the same location on different moments during working hours, (Fig.
4.9 and 4.10) do not show much coincidences. A breakpoint occurs around 0.001% in the CM
APO. The APO's ofOM and CM voltages from one measurement session differ less than 5 dB
below 0.001%.
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Figure 4.9 the APD's on 22-8-95 from 9:58 till II :00 (520 triggers, trigger level:112 mY)
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Figure 4.10 the APD's on 24-8-95 from 9:56 till II :01 (302 triggers, triggerlevel: 100 mV)

The impulse APD's on a moment that all human activity within the building had stopped
(Fig. 4.11) is of the same shape as the largest impulse APD during working hours (Fig. 4.10).
However, the difference between the DM levels and the eM levels is higher then 5 dB.
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Figure 4. I I The APD's on 30-8-95 from 19:06 till 19:42 (57 triggers, triggerlevel: 200 mY)
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_ The APD's on a the second location 0K2-111 during working hours have the same large
variation in shapes as on the first location(see Fig. 4.12)
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Figure 4.12 the APD's on 31-8-95 from 9:40 till 10:00 (120 triggers, triggerlevel: 93 mV)

More impulse APD's for different parts of the day, different days and locations are presented
in appendix V.

4.3.2 The Impulse Width Probabilities

The time between two successive data points was 2xlo~ sec. which is therefor the minimum
width in the IWP's. The levels were set at I, 5 and 10 times the RMS level of a measurement
session of the DM and eM voltages. The frequencies give the relative number of ocurences
that have a certain width..

The lWP's obtained on the first location 0K2-4/6 during working hours as shown in figures
4.13 all are limited to a maximum width of 6,6xl0·sseconds. The curves for the lowest RMS
levels show that more than 50% of the pulses on the mains are shorter then 10 ~s. For the
higher RMS levels 50 % ofthe pulses is shorter than 5 J.1s.
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The IWP's obtained on the first location during hours that all human activity had stopped
within the building (Fig. 4.14) shows that the contribution of short impulses is less than during
the IWP's obtained during working days.
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Figure 4.14 the IWP's for the DM and CM voltages obtained on 30-8-95 from 18:36
till 18:56 (66 triggers, RMS levels: DM 25 mV, CM 21mV)
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The IWP's obtained on the second location 01<2-1/1 (see Fig. 4.15) don't differ much from
the IWP's measured on the first location. The curves are more or less the same ifwe compare
them for the same levels.
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Figure 4.15 the IWP's for the DM and eM voltages obtained on location 0K2-1/1 on
31-8-95 from 9:40 till 10:00. (120 triggers,RMS levels: DM 22,7 mY, CM22,6 mY)
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The IWP's from all impulse measurements does not vary much, they all are limited to a
maximum width of 7xl0·5 seconds which is logical because the signals from the mains were
filtered from 15 kHz to 150 kHz. The IWP's show that the large amplitudes are mostly short
of duration for both voltages. This means that most of the large pulses are found in the upper
side of the frequency band. More IWP's obtained on other days and locations are shown in
appendix V.

4.3.3 The Impulse Interval Probabilities

The lIP's are created with the levels set at 1, 5 and 10 times the RMS level ofone measure
ment session. The lIP's from measurements at different times and locations for different levels
show that the interval between two pulses is in minimal 60% smaller than 3x10-5 seconds and is
tending in this area to the same timevalues as the IWP curve. This means that the amplitudes
have a small time between them which is probably caused by the attenuated wave of the same
pulse. For larger time values than 3xlO-5 seconds the lIP's show to have time
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intervals that are very strict ,with a maximum interval of 10 ms. The differences between the
various lIP's is large see figures 4.16 till 4.18 and appendix V.
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Figure 4.16 the lIP's for the DM and CM voltages obtained on 01<2-4/6 on 23-8-95 from 12:26 till 13:01
(412 triggers, RMS levels: DM 18,8mV, CM 29,9 mV)
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Figure 4.17 the lIP's for the DM and CM voltages obtained on 0K2-4/6 on 30-8-95 from 18:36 till 18:56
(66 triggers RMS level: DM 25,0 mV ,eM 21,3 mY)
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Figure 4.18 the lIP's for the OM and eM voltages obtained on 0K2-1/1 on 31-8-95 from 9:40 till 10:00
( 120 triggers, RMS level: DM 22,7 mV, eM 22,6 mV)

4.4 The transmission measurements

Now we proceed to examine the influence of the power network on the transfer of the
signals in the communication band. Some measurements were done between two points
(0K2-1Il and OK8-2) in the power network in the E.eg building, which have about 150 meter
ofcable between them but only 4m physical distance. The signals where injected on the mains
(P-N) by the coupling device at OK8-2 and measured with the measurement filter at 0K2-1/1.
The voltage transfer of the communication signal for different frequencies is shown in Fig. 4.19
till 4.22.
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Figw-e 4.18 the voltage transfer of a 10kHz signal over ISO meters
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Figure 4.19 the voltage transfer ofa 30 kHz signal over 1SO meters
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The behavior of the network at 10kHz can be explained by a DC approach of it. The
currents also use the ground conductor as return path in the 01<2-111 system. The amplitude
modulations is probably due to 50 Hz synchronously switching loads between the P and N
which lower the impedance of the P-N loop. The impedance ofthe ground conductor for
10kHz is much lower than the impedance of the filter between its N-G connection for this
frequency.

At 30kHz the inductive coupling within the cable explains the effects due to the switching
loads; the raise of the current through the P-G loop and decrease in the N-G loop. The phase
ofD NO is -22 deg. against U po.

At 60 kHz the currents through the P-G and the N-G loop are the same in size with a phase
difference of 45 deg. For 64 kHz there is a series resonant path between the input of the
measurement filter and the resistors (R.J. The asymmetry in the filter and the geometry of the
cable become important for the currents in the loops.

At 90 kHz the symmetry of the conductors and the high impedance of the transformer
reduces the current through the ground conductor. The signals are shifted 180 deg. against
each other with a small influence ofswitching loads in P-N loop.

In appendix VI the power spectra for the DM and CM modes for the different frequencies
of the measurement are shown.
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V Conclusions and recommendations

V Conclusions and l'KommendadoM

The background noise in the frequency band 15-150 kHz over the diverse connections
of the mains measured over a low impedance. The voltage amplitude can be described by a
probability function. For all different voltages this function is a Weibull function with a shape
factor of 1,25. This function is valid for the voltage amplitude of the noise between phase and
null in 95% and for the average voltage amplitude of phase-ground and null-ground in 99,9%

of our registrations. The voltage amplitude between phase-ground and null-ground also obeys
to the Weibull probability function. The scale factor of the noise varies about 5 dB and has a
strong correlation with the location but less correlation with the moment of the day. The
higher level of the eM voltage amplitude compared to the DM voltages is in agreement with

the expected larger attenuation between phase-null due to the effects ofa loaded cable
[Wilh81 ]. The given voltage amplitude levels and the attenuation of the signals guarantee a
communication over at least 400 meters in 95% of the time.

The remaining part of the noise is dominated by impulse disturbances, which does not
comply with the supposed Weibull probability function. The distribution of voltage amplitudes
of the impulse disturbances did not comply to any Weibull function. The APD's for the
impulse noise can give however a estimation of the voltages one could expect on the mains in
this frequency band. The maximum estimated level of the voltage amplitude on the mains in
the frequency band of the communication was about 10 Volt which is much lower than the

voltage levels measured by Goedbloed [Goed90]. The voltage levels calculated from
Goedbloed's spectral power density referred to 50 Q of them, however gave the same voltage
amplitude levels which were found in this study.

The width of the pulses show that the impulse disturbances mostly will effect the

upper part of the communication band. The interval between impulses is in most cases a steady
interval which is time and place dependent. Probably these impulses are caused by loads that

switch with a frequency which is around the power frequency.

The investigation regarding the interference was too limited to draw general
conclusions regarding the background noise on the mains, but there are strong indications that
this phenomenon is generally valid, because the results ofehan & Donaldson [Chan89] show
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the same distribution for the voltage amplitude between phase and null. A broader
investigation of this phenomenon in other environments is needed to come to a better
understanding and acceptation of this phenomenon.

The voltage transfer of a signal is strongly depending on the impedance of the network
it is connected to and the frequency. The impedance on the mains changes on large time scale
due to the consumers behavior, but also at a small time scale due to 50 Hz synchronous
switching devices like DC power supplies. This impedance modulation due to the switching
devices can have an influence ofmore than factor 2 on the voltage amplitude. The modulation
can have a positive and negative effect on the amplitude ofthe desired signal depending on the
frequency of the signal. The duration of the modulation is also frequency dependent and
becomes shorter for higher frequencies. The impedance modulation can strongly affect the

error rate of the digital communication and more investigation is needed to come to a more
general view on this phenomenon .

The change of the voltages between phase-ground and null-ground show that the
network can be approached as DC for frequencies lower than 10kHz to a fully inductive
coupled network at 90 kHz if one measures at low impedances. The influence of the low
impedance of the measurement filter can however had an serious impact on the results. But the
fact that the signal will also be present due to coupling on other current loops gives us the
opportunity to use these signals for error correction due to impulse noise.

In any case, our measurements show that reliable data can be obtained by the measure
ment chain developed for this study. Proper EMC measures were necessary. In an actual
communication system similar measures have to be taken. Especially the input filter deserves
attention. For futher measurements a smaller deadtime between triggerings of the measure
ment chain would advisable. More study on high amplitude disturbances on the mains is highly
recommendable in systems where interference can be expected.

Other fields that should be investigated regarding the power network are the reciproci
ty of the network and the effects that large capacities have on the cornmunJcation considering

the new emission norms ofapparatus connected to the mains.
Other options regarding the communication that can be interesting are filtering the

noise coming from the consumers at the entry by a high impedance filter on the distribution

network side, a combination of voltage and current transfer of the signals over the mains
which can be promising considering the low impedance of the power network between phase
and null.
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Appendix I The amplitude narrowband Gaussian noise model

Let yet) be the output of a fictive ideal bandpass filter with center frequency t: and band
width Afwhose input is a zero mean stationary Gaussian white noise. The output yet) will also
be a zero mean stationary Gaussian process with a psd shown in figure Al

G,(f
~..,..----- -----

Af Af

Figure A.I a fictive ideal bandpass filter

The autocorrelation function ofY(t) is given by

R yy =2(GyCfc)Af)cos(2rtfcr:) sinc(Aft)

Ifwe restrict our attention to small values oft ( ItI« 1/ Af) then sinc( Aft) =I and let
Af - 0 , the expression Al becomes

which is valid for all values of t if Af -0.
According the autocorrelation function A2 we can approximate yet) by

yet) =Ccos(21tfct + 6) =Acos(21tfct) + Bsin(21t~t)

(A. I)

(A2)

(A3)

where A,B,C and 6 are random variables. One can verify that A and B are Gaussian random
variables with

E{A}=E{B}=O

1

(A4)
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E{AB} =0

E{A 2} =E{B 2 } =2Gyifc)/lf

Appendix I

(AS)

(A6)

The approximation of the time domain representation of the noise signal (equation A3) is
vallid as long as /If is small.

To come to representation for a narrowband noise signal we use the result ofthe preceding
section. Let's assume that the signal Y(t) is the output of a bandpass filter with a frequency
response H(f) and center frequency fe whose input is a zero mean stationary Gaussain noise.
yet) will then be a zero mean stationary Gaussian random process with a psd

G if)-y -

o elsewhere

(A.7)

We can divide the spectrum ofGy{f) into 2n+l very narrow bands of width /lfand with center
frequency t:n = t: ±m!lfwhere m= {O,1,2,..,n}.
One spectral pair ofY(t) at t: +m!lfand -(fe +m!lf) can be approximated by

(A.8)

analog to equation A3.
A... and Bm are zero mean Gaussain random variables with

(A.9)

(A. to)

(A.Il)
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We can approximate Y(t) by summoning the nonoverlapping spectral components ofY(t)

n
Y(t) ~ E Amcos(2njm t ) + Bmsin(2rcj",t)

m=-n
(A 12)

For Y(t) to be stationary the following constraints should be genuine for diffrent spectrale
amplitudes

with i ¢j (AI3)

Now is the autocorrelation function ofthe approximated function becomes

and is

n
E{ y 2(t)} = Ryy(O) = E 2GyU;)/lf

1= -n

The rightside is a stepwise approximation ofthe psd ofGy(f)
B1.+"2

"t?;. 2GyU;)/lj ~ 2 J(Gy(f)dj = E{y2(t)}
B

r.-"2

(A. 14)

(A 15)

(A16)

Narrowband stationary Gaussian noise can be represented as a linear superposition of spectral
components in the form given in forrnule A 12

Given a bandpass narrowband Gaussian noise with a center frequency £.., where f is bigger
then the bandwidth Bi2 of the signal, then it may be expressed in a quadrant form

. (A 17)
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Ifwe transform Equation At? with the fonnule At2 Then the it becomes:

n
Y(t) =E {Alllcos(2n(fc +m6f) t) + Bill sin (2 n (fc +m6.f)t) }

m=-n

n
= cos(2nht) E {Alllcos(2nm6.f)t) +B

lII
sin(2nm6.f)t) }

m=-n

n
-sin(21t f ct) E {A

lII
sin(2nm6.f)t) -Blllcos(2nm6!Jt) }

m=-n

The Yc(t) and Y.(t) become

n
Yc(t) = E JA~ + B~ cos(2nm6.ft - 6111 )

m=-n

n
Y,,(t) =E JA~ + B~ sin(21tm6.ft - 6/11)

m=-n

Appendb I

(Al8)

(At9)

where 6m=arctan (Bm /Am).
Y\l(t) and ~(t) are zero mean Gaussian random processes with the following ensemble avera
ges

E{ Yc(t)} = E{ Y,,(t)} = 0

E{ Yc(t)Y,,(t)} = 0

E{ Y;(t)} =E{ Y;(t)} =No

where No is the average noise power.

The noise signal can also presented in a envelope and phase form

yet) =R(t) cos(2nht + 8(t»

4

(A20)
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Where R(t) and e(t) are given by

(
Y (I»)8(t) =arctan _1-

Ye(/)

5
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Appendix n the measurement filter

The input impedance ofthe measurement filter simulated by matlab.
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Figure A2.1 the simulated input impedance of the measurement filter.
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APPENDIX III TheCoupUnc CommunkaUon on the Power Dlstrlbutfon Network

Appendix ID· the Coupling

The measured voltage transfer for different simulated resistive impedance.
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Figure A2.1 the voltage transfer ofthe coupling for different~.
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Appendix IV The background noise APD's

The APD's on location 0K2-4/6
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Figure A4.1 the APD for UPQ, UNO' UDW and UCN on 23-8-95 from 12:07 till 12:10 (50 triggers)
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.. :.... :....

APPENDIX IV The backcround noise APD'.
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Figure A4.2 the APD for Uro, UNO' UDM and Uew on 23-8-95 from 17:00 till 17:03 (50 triggers)
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Figure A4.3 the APD for UPQ. UNO' UDM and Ucu on 24-8-95 from 9:33 till 9:36 (60 triggers)
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Figure A4.4 the APD for UPQ. UNO' Uo", and UCM on 25-8-95 from 13:00 till 13:03 (50 triggers)
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APD's on location 0K2-I11
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Figure A4.5 the APD for Upo• UNO' UOI" and UCN on 31-8-95 from 10:09 till 10:11 (50 triggers).
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Appendix V the impulse measurements.

The impulse APD's on location 0K2-4/6.
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Figure AS.3 the APD on 25-8-95 from 13:49 till 14:42 (536 triggers)
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The impulse APD's on location 0K2-1/1
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The IWP's on location 0K2-4/6.
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Figure A5.7 the IWP on 23-8-95 from 12:26 till 13:01 (412 triggers, RMS levels: DM 19 mV,
CM3OmV)
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Figure AS.9 the IWP on 24-8-95 from 9:56 till 11 :01 (302 biggers, RMS levels: DM 89 mV,
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The IWP's on location 0K2-1Il
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The lIP's on location 0K2-4/6.
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Figure A5.12 the lIP on 22-8-95 from 9:58 till 11:00 (520 triggers, RMS levels: DM 22,3 mV, CM 27,5 mV )
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Figw-e A5.13 the lIP on 23-8-95 from 17:10 till 17:40 (162 triggers, RMS levels: DM 18,7mV, CM 25,S mV).
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Appmdb: V The bnpabe measurement.
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Figure AS.I4 the lIP on 24-8-95 from 9:56 till 11:01 (302 triggers, RMS levels: DM 89mY, CM 72 mV).
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The lIP's on location 0K2-1I1.
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FigureA5.16 the lIP on 31-8-95 from 10:38 till 11:17 (108 trigers,RMS levels: DMO,18 V,
CM9ImV).
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Appendix VI The transfer measurements

The Spectral Power densities for frequencies in the communication band referred to 50 O.
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Figure A6.1 the power spectral density of a 10kHz signal over 150 meters of mains.
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Figure A6.2 the spectral density of a 30 kHz signal over 150 meters of mains.
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Figure A6.3 the spectral density of a 60 kHz signal over 150 meters ofmains.
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Figure A6.4 the spectral density ofa 90 kHz signal over 150 meters ofmains.
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